DEAR FRIENDS,

With your support, the American Chemical Society made great progress towards its educational goals in 2016. The ACS Scholars Program is now halfway to establishing a $5 million endowment that will encourage diversity in the chemical sciences well into the future. The ACS Board of Directors reauthorized the American Association of Chemistry Teachers (AACT), recognizing the importance of this unique community in supporting classroom teaching and preparing students for the opportunities that lie ahead.

As we turn to the future, it is worth noting that Project SEED will reach its 50th anniversary in 2018—a milestone in our efforts to provide economically disadvantaged students with opportunities for hands-on research and to introduce a passion for chemistry early on in their lives.

ACS is proud to lead in chemical education. We provide trusted guidance to policy makers and classroom teachers alike and offer resources to encourage promising students at all levels. We strive to ensure that future generations of professionals are prepared to improve people’s lives through the transforming power of chemistry, and that non-scientists, too, are able to interpret the scientific information that affects their everyday lives.

Project SEED, ACS Scholars and AACT are part of a broad portfolio of teaching and learning resources that are the foundation of the Society’s support for chemistry education. However, there is so much more that ACS can do. I welcome your transformative ideas as we continue our invaluable work to build a strong future for the chemical profession.

To those who made annual or pledged gifts or included ACS in your wills to ensure the future of these programs, thank you again for sharing ACS’s vision of excellence in education and for partnering with us to support students and teachers of chemistry. Together, we have truly made a difference.

Sincerely yours,

Thomas M. Connelly, Jr., Ph.D.
ACS Executive Director & CEO
The Project SEED summer research program offers bright, economically disadvantaged high school students the opportunity to experience chemistry research first-hand.

Students entering their junior or senior year of high school are matched with mentors in academic, industrial and governmental laboratories where they receive individualized attention and guidance on conducting research and entering a career in science. Students participate in research, write reports, and present their findings at scientific meetings, helping them gain essential skills and further insights into chemistry careers.

414 students participated in Project SEED in 2016

67% of students in 2016 said the program led them to consider pursuing a career in science

89% indicate that Project SEED helped them decide to continue their education beyond high school

82% of students come from families with incomes of $35,000 or less

“Project SEED exposed me to a very academic college environment, and now I’m even more excited to hopefully attend college next year as a first generation college student majoring in biochemistry. After getting a glimpse of scientific research, and organic synthesis specifically, my career goal is now to become a scientific researcher who designs and synthesizes new drugs to aid disease treatment and prevention.”

—Yingqi (Linda) Lin, Project SEED

100% OF YOUR DONATION TO PROJECT SEED SUPPORTS A RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP
The ACS Scholars Program awards renewable scholarships to underrepresented minority students who wish to enter chemistry-related fields. Scholarships are awarded on the basis of academic achievement, career objective, financial need, leadership ability, participation in school activities and community service. High school seniors and college freshmen, sophomores or juniors are eligible to apply.

To help scholarship winners achieve success, ACS seeks mentors from college and university faculty, industry, minority scientific organizations and other institutions. ACS Scholars are encouraged to participate in undergraduate research and internships and to attend ACS National Meetings.

355 undergraduates received scholarships in the 2016–2017 academic year

185 colleges and universities are included in the current cohort

Gender of 2016 Scholars: 56% female, 43% male

270 program alumni have received Ph.D. degrees, 40 of whom are now in academic positions

“I am honored to be one of the recipients of the American Chemical Society Scholarship. Thanks to your generous support I am the first in my family to attend college.”

—Rene Cantu, Jr., ACS Scholar
ACS provides a broad portfolio of teaching and learning resources to support teachers of chemistry and foster scientific curiosity among youth. This includes:

- The American Association of Chemistry Teachers, offering teaching and learning resources to K-12 educators nationwide
- ChemClubs, a unique opportunity for high school students to experience chemistry beyond the classroom
- Science Coaches, a partnership between volunteer professional scientists and K-12 educators

**60+** professional development workshops and presentations for K-12 teachers provided in person and online

**871** ACS-Hach scholarships have been awarded to support future chemistry teachers in all 50 states

**250** Science Coaches in classrooms in the 2016–2017 school year

"Most of the complete online curricula [like ACS’s] cost money. I have no budget. I spent hours of my own time each week searching to find free activities and worksheets, but inevitably, they did not align with my textbook."

"I was so frustrated and felt like I was failing my students. However, I didn’t see a way out. One night I found your free textbooks and I felt incredible relief!"

"Thanks to you, I feel like I can educate my students and do my best for them."

—Anonymous K-12 special education teacher

"100% OF YOUR DONATION SUPPORTS RESOURCES FOR CHEMISTRY TEACHING"
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Penn A Kem
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Estate of Ruth Bickling
Tze-Chi Jao
Chun Lin
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Russell Pearce
Diane and Warren Schmidt*
Isabell Thomann
Elizabeth Weisburger*
Silver ($5,000–9,999)
The Amelar Family
Schwab, The Richard and Leslie Anderson Fund
Helen Churella
Brian Crawford
Madeleine Jacobs*
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Los Alamos National Laboratory’s Employee Giving Campaign
Shell Oil Company Foundation
Solvay USA, Inc.
Texas Instruments, Inc.
University of Mary Washington
Xerox Research Centre of Canada
Elements ($100–249)
Arison Family Foundation
Battelle
Carolina Biological Supply Co.
Eose Consulting
GE Foundation
Metal Chem, Inc.
Pfaltz & Bauer Incorporated
Waters Corporation
Zabel, Inc.
Payments on prior year’s pledges
The Camille and Henry Dreyfus Foundation
The Dow Chemical Company
Eli Lilly and Company
Genentech Foundation
The Kavli Foundation
Merck & Co., Inc.
Procter & Gamble
Teva Pharmaceuticals
W. R. Grace Foundation, Inc.

Individual Support

Partners ($100,000–249,999)
Alfred and Isabel Bader*

Diamond ($50,000–99,999)
William Carroll, Jr., and Mary Carroll*
Susan and Kenneth Fahrenholtz*
Subbarao Makineni

Platinum ($25,000–49,999)
T. Rowe Price, The Blizzard Family Charitable Fund
J. Lynn Fordham
Harry Gray
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Tze-Chi Jao
Chun Lin
Estate of Eli Pearce
Russell Pearce
Diane and Warren Schmidt*
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Anonymous
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Paul Anderson
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Edwin Becker
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Brian Bernstein*
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Theodore Brown*
Bruce Bursten
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Angela Craig*
Robert Curl
Ian Davies
Mary Bet Dobson*
Peter Dorhout
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Michael Fayer
Kathy Fleming*
Warren Ford*
Raymond Garant
Arlene Garrison
Dorothy Gregory
John Halsey
Mary Hamilton*
Cecilia Hernandez
Joel Huber*
David Hughes
Joan Kaminski*
Eunice Kreider
Paul Lepse*
James Lisy
Claude Lucchesi*
Layton McCoy*
Harley Merrell, Jr.
T. Rowe Price, MJM Fund for the Future*
Zaida Morales Martinez*
Steven Moss
Royce Murray
Miles Okino*
Carolyn Orthner*
Debra Pearce-McCall

*ACS Loyal Donors


**Solutions ($500–999)**

Gerard Baillely*
Periyasamy Balasubramanian*
Stephen Bartold
Philip Bays*
American Endowment Foundation, Jacqlynn Behnke Charitable Fund
Thomas Berube*
Alfred Blum
Fidelity, Borch Fund
Fidelity, Gerald and Linda Brenner Fund
Donna Bryan*
Virlyn Burse*
Fidelity, Bertie and Susan Butts Family Fund
Christine Chow
T. Z. Chu
Abraham Clearfield*
Yvonne DePorre
David Deutsch*
Hilton Erskine
Forrest Frank
Mary Good*
Albert Handel*
Fidelity, Harris Family Charitable Trust
Morton Hoffman*
Robert Hoyte
Alison Hyslop*
Nobuo Ikekawa
Eduard Kleiner
Sonja Krane
Gregg LaPore
John LeBrun
Ving Lee
Doris Lewis
Margarete Lindsay
John Merianos
Shantha Mirmira
John Munch
Fatemeh Nowshad*
Rudolph Pariser
Donivan Porterfield
William Reinhardt
William Roby
Louisa Ruby
Michael Ruby
Alexander Scangas*
Kathleen Schulz
William Scott*
Darwin Smith
Terrill Smith*
David Smorodin
Robert Taller
James Visintainer*
Edel and Zelda Wasserman*
Warren Weisberg*
Estate of Henry Whalen, Jr.
Stanley Wheatland
Larry White
Katie Woolard
William Wright*
Elaine Yamaguchi*

**Catalysts ($250–499)**

Hassan Al Suaihi
J. Al-Hassan
Ronald Archer*
Patrizia Barone
John Bart*
Richard Brennan*
Robert Brooks*
Jeanette Brown*
Evon Buck*
Colin Cairns*
Mark Carpenter
Christopher Chang
Theodore Chase, Jr.
Callista Chukwuneyi
Emmet Clevenstine*
Vera Cooke*
Robert Couch*
Arnold Crelier
Bryce Cunningham
Dorothy Davis
F. Thomas DiGaetano
Kenneth Dishart
Alan Dow
Manfred Eberhardt*
Gary Fennewald*
Jed Fisher
Arjen Frank
Friends of ACS
Michael Gayghan*
Kathleen Gibbone
Lawrence Giles
Grace Hall*
Jon Harbaugh
David Hart*
Elizabeth Hessel*
Gunther Holsing
Robert Hurtubise*
Ralph Jacobs
Neil Jespersen
Lara Kadylak
Miriam Kastner
Charles Kolb
Charles Koo
Theodore Kozlowski
Valerie Kuck*
Charles Kulier*
Kenneth Long
Edwin Lopez*
John Lorand*
Roger Loughey*
Richard Markle*
Joel Martin*
John Mather*
Willie May
Melissa Michmerhuizen*
David Milligan*
Sharon Moran
Stephen Morton*

**Elements ($100–249)**

B. Y. Abadir
William Abrams
John Adams
Rick Adkins
Allison Aldridge
Richard Alexander
Benjamin Allen
Lewis Allen*
Mary Anderson*
Frederick Antosz
Evan Appelman*
Byron Arison
Peter Armentrout
Yvonne Aronowitz*
Toyonobu Asao
Goro Asato*
Don Augenstein
Charles Ault, Jr.*
Gerald Backlund*
Charles Balik
John Barker
Mercedes Barris

**Lawrence Barton**
William Batschelet*
Phillip Beazley
Saul Behar
Fred Behringer
Alvin Belby
Wolfgang Benz*
Mark Berard
Gerald Berkelhammer*
Penny Beuning*
Madan Bhasin
Amy Blackwell
Charlotte Blalock*
Rose Blanchet
Joel Blatt
Christina Bodurov
William Bondinell*
Michael Bonin*
Norman Bonner*
Joceline Boucher*
Paul Bouis
Charles Bowman*
Kenneth Bowns
Edmund Bradford*
Erin Bradley
H. Leon Bradlow*
Jerald Bradshaw
Brian Brady
Stephen Brenner
Kerry Brethauer
John Britanak
Harold Brown*
David Buchanian
Joseph Burakevich
James Burke*
Willie Burton
John Callen*
Robert Callen*
Andrew Campbell
William Canady
Charles Cannon
Robert Carangelo*
Barbara Carfolite
Alan Carpenter, Jr.*
James Carroll*
John Mark Carter
William Cartwright*
James Cavanaugh
I-Jy Chang
Raymond Chang
Tiang Chang
Tsou-Hsin Chang
James Chao
Chen Cheng*
Michael Cheng
Dale Chidester*
Jean Chin
Harold Choitz*
Ming Ju Chou
Chung Chu
Sheng Chuan
Ronald Clark
Eugene Coats
Gifts in honor and in memory

For a list of distinguished mentors and others who received recognition in 2016 with a contribution to the Society in their names, visit www.acs.org/honor.
New ACS Loyal Donors

ACS Loyal Donors have made ten donations over the past ten years, providing sustained support for educational programs of ACS.

Robert Alwitt  
Mary Anderson  
Evan Appelman  
George Atkinson  
Gerard Bailley  
Harold Baker  
Periyasamy  
Balasubramanian  
Susan Barquist  
John Bayless  
Brian Bernstein  
H. Leon Bradlow  
Ronald and Rosalind Clark  
Sherman Cox  
Frank De Haan  
John De Silva  
DeLos DeTar  
David Deutsch  
Peter Di Giacomo  
Adolph Di Giulio  
R. Norman Diebel  
Dale Ensor  
Steven Goates  
Alan Goliaszewski  
Frederick Greene  
Sarojini Grigsby  
Norbert Gruenefeld  
Roger Haas  
Robert Halk  
John Hash  
U. V. Henderson  
Bernadette Hernandez-Sanchez  
Susan Hershberger  
William Herz  
John Hess  
Duane Heyman  
Theodore Holman  
Daniel Howard  
Marise Hussey  
Sharon Kaffen  
Ferenc Kezdy  
John Kindsvater  
Frank Klein  
Carmen Lecumberry  
James Lobue  
Mark Markovitz  
William Mathis  
Jeanie McCoy  
Elizabeth McCandlish  
L. Lee Melhado  
F. Max Merrell  
Melissa Michmerhuizen  
Wanda Mitchell  
Arthur Murdoch  
Lisa Oehrl  
Miles Okino  
George Olson  
Thomas Ott  
Ernest Oxton  
William Pfeifer  
Ronald Pfohl  
Louis Pichat  
Desiree Prince  
Joseph Rand  
Doinda Ringhofer  
Reed Robertson  
William and Margaret Rolingson  
Mary Ryan  
Stanley Samuels  
Gary Sanderson  
Diane Schmidt  
William Schmitz  
Harry Schultz  
Sandra Shaner  
Abraham Singer  
Mary Singleton  
Donald and Virginia Songstad  
George Spaulding  
Michael Sponsler  
Marilyn Strauss  
Elizabeth Swiger  
Julia Tai  
Alfred Tenny  
Anne Thacher  
Rebecca Thies  
Edith Thoburn  
Thomas Tiernan  
Frank Tobin  
Sheri Tonn  
Berton Weberg  
Joseph Weinberger  
John Wheeler  
Kurt Wray  
Lowell Yeager  
Mary Young  
James Zajicek  
Susan Zollers  

ACS Legacy Leaders

ACS Legacy Leaders are recognized for planning a lasting impact by including the American Chemical Society in their wills.

Anonymous (3)  
John and Carol Adams  
Cameron and Jeanette Ainsworth  
Alfred and Isabel Bader  
Edward Becker  
Jeanette Brown  
Inara Brubaker  
Susan Butts  
Matthew Chan  
Justin Collat  
Kenneth Dishart  
Susan and Kenneth Fahrenholtz  
George Fisher  
J. Lynn and Joellen Fordham  
Helen Free  
Sharon Haynie  
Ned and Linda Heindel  
Madeleine Jacobs  
Sue Jarboe  
Madeleine Joullié  
Bacon and Keiko Ke  
Ronald and Petta Khouw  
Joan Laredo-Liddell  
James and Marjorie Leenhouts  
Steven Lingenfelter  
Adriane Ludwick  
Margo McIvor  
E. Gerald Meyer  
Josef Michl  
Glenn and Mary Ellen Moser  
Glenn Prestwich and Barbara Bentley  
Charles Reeder  
Donald Rickter  
Carolyn Ruth  
Diane and Warren Schmidt  
Catherine Sigal  
George Sosnovsky  
Elizabeth Weisburger  
John Wiesenfeld

2016 ACS Development Advisory Board

Catherine Sigal, Chair  
Susan Butts  
William Carroll, Jr.  
Pat Confalone (ex officio)  
Thomas Connelly, Jr. (ex officio)  
Thomas Epps, III  
Madeleine Jacobs  
Cynthia Maryanoff  
Ingrid Montes  
John Petersen  
G. Warren Smith  
Peter Stang  
Jacqueline Thomas  
Joseph Vacca
Ways to Donate

Visit [www.acs.org/donate](http://www.acs.org/donate) to make a one-time or monthly gift to support the program of your choice.

**Gifts in honor or memory:** Make a donation in honor or in memory of someone important to you. The individuals you recognize will be given special recognition and a card of appreciation.

**Honoraria:** Donate your honorarium or award prize directly to ACS to make a gift and avoid taxes.

**IRA and securities:** Direct a distribution from your Individual Retirement Account or make your donation with a gift of appreciated stock. (Individuals 70½ and older are permitted to transfer up to $100,000 from their IRAs directly without being subject to income taxes on the distribution.)

**Your legacy:** Name the American Chemical Society in your will or trust or as a beneficiary of your life insurance or retirement plan. Notify the Development Office to be recognized as an ACS Legacy Leader.

**Contact the ACS Development Office:**
Call toll-free at 800-227-5558, extension 6210, or email [donate@acs.org](mailto:donate@acs.org).

Kathy Fleming, Director
Mary Bet Dobson, Assistant Director

The American Chemical Society is designated as a tax-exempt organization under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. Your contribution to the American Chemical Society is tax-deductible in the manner and to the extent provided by the United States Internal Revenue Code. The ACS Federal Tax ID Number is 53-0196372.